
PEER REVIEW HISTORY 

BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   

 

ARTICLE DETAILS 

TITLE (PROVISIONAL) Prognostic models in acute pulmonary embolism: a systematic 
review and meta-analysis. 

AUTHORS Elias, Antoine; Mallett, Susan; Daoud-Elias, Marie; Poggi, Jean-
Noël; Clarke, Mike 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER David Jimenez 
Ramon y Cajal Hospital, Madrid, Spain 

REVIEW RETURNED 29-Oct-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Extremely rigorous systematic review and meta-analysis of 
prognostic models for pulmonary embolism.  
The study is methodologically perfect but could made more easy to 
digest for readers (reduce in length, use of supplementary files...).   

 

REVIEWER Lisa K Moores MD 
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, 
MD, USA 
 
I am the author/coauthor on several of the studies included in this 
review 

REVIEW RETURNED 12-Nov-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is a systematic review and meta-analysis describing the utility 
and accuracy of prognostic scores in patients with acute PE. I agree 
with the authors that this is an important clinical question. We need 
to improve our ability to identify low risk patients that can be treated 
as outpatients and high risk patients that will require close 
monitoring for potential deterioration. The manuscript is well written 
and organized. Importantly, the authors have followed the PRISMA 
guidelines for reporting their findings. Importantly, this is the first 
review that I am aware of that specifically addresses derivation, 
validation, updating, and impact studies separately. Specific 
strengths include: the study involves a large number of studies, 
scores, and patients; the risk of bias for studies and reporting on 
quality in domains is a superior approach to quality scores; the 
outcomes chosen are important and well defined; appropriate 
sensitivity analyses were performed; and the finding are clinically 
useful. My only concern about the manuscript is the length. Although 
I appreciate having the figures and data embedded for review, I am 
concerned, that even with an online format, this leads to a unwieldy 
read for the frontline clinician. From a clinical perspective, Tables 2, 
9,10, and 11 are of most interest. I might suggest embedding these 
in the main body, and attaching the others as a supplement or 
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appendix. 

 

REVIEWER Maria Cristina Vedovati 
University of Perugia, Italy 

REVIEW RETURNED 16-Dec-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors did an extensive work on searching and categorizing all 
available prognostic model in patients with pulmonary embolism.  
The paper faces with an interesting and actual topic in the field of 
pulmonary embolism even referring to the last ESC guidelines of 
September 2014 (that authors do not cite).  
However, the manuscript is very difficult to follow even for the 
specific statistical skills the reader should have and is extremely 
long. Tables and Figures do not help in understanding the text as 
are very complicate. Literature research is old as up to july 2014. In 
this form the paper is not suitable for publication.  
 
Some major concerns should be addressed:  
- no comments are reported on the last ESC guidelines, please add  
- literature research stops in july 2014 which 17 months ago, please 
update  
- paper structure is very difficult to follow because of length and 
because of specific skills the reader should have, in this view the 
paper should be shortened of at least 50% specifically referring to:  
a) ‘Search Methods and Search Strategy’ section could be moved to 
online data supplement  
b) In results section pg.13 the first and second sentences and Fig1 
could be moved to online data supplement  
c) Table 2 pg.26 could be moved to online data supplement  
d) Figure referring to ‘Study Quality’ from pg.53 to 65 could be 
moved to online data supplement  
e) Pg.73 Table 10-11-12-13 could be moved to online data 
supplement  
f) Figure from 10 to 16 could be moved to online data supplement  
 
- Pg14 line 18 the paragraph on the usefulness of some scores as 
clinical impact is not clear, please rephrase  
- Table 1 is too long and difficult to read, please improve  
- Pg.39 ‘study characteristics’: paragraphs on results for each model 
is redundant as same information are available in the referring table 
and should be shortened.  
- Results on ‘study quality’ and ‘model updating’ should be 
shortened.  
- In ‘population event rates’ please rephrase the first sentence as it 
is not clear.  

 

REVIEWER Pierre-Marie Roy 
Emergency Department  
CHU Angers  
University of Angers 

REVIEW RETURNED 04-Jan-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS General comments:  
 
Elias et al have submitted a large and ambitious systematic revue 
with meta-analysis on prognostic models of pulmonary embolism. 
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The authors are to be congratulated on realizing such large revue 
that may be an important contribution to our understanding and 
management of PE. However, this study illustrates the difficulty to 
give a synthetic vision when there are several objectives and 
judgment criteria. Reading the paper appears so to be a daunting 
task. A shorter version with one major objective and outcome will 
probably be more pertinent, at least for clinicians.  
 
Indeed, the authors assessed the characteristics and quality of 
studies on quality models performed for the overall population of 
patients with PE and for stable PE patients. They investigated the 
performances and utility of the models along their different phases of 
development (construction, validation, updating) as well in impact 
studies. In this purpose, they used several outcomes: all-cause 
mortality, PE-related mortality, VTE recurrence, major or clinically 
relevant bleeding for the duration of hospitalisation, at 1 month and 
at 3 months.  
 
According to the authors’ cover letter, the final goal of this meta-
analysis on prognostic models is to help clinicians for the 
identification of patients eligible for early discharge or home 
treatment or patients who may need close monitoring and invasive 
treatment. However, these two options are quite opposite and may 
lead to the choose of different inclusion criteria and different 
outcomes as VTE recurrence, major bleeding or death related to PE. 
All-cause mortality may be more relevant for epidemiologists and 
researchers.  
 
Point to point comments:  
Method  
1) Data extraction should have been done independently by two 
reviewers rather than by one reviewer and checked by another.  
2) I am not a statistician but why were the summary estimates for 
sensitivity, specificity and ROC curves done only when data were 
available from at least four studies?  
Results  
1) Some exclusion criteria seem unclear: long term outcome, very 
old variables in the model.  
2) Study quality may be presented prognostic model by prognostic 
model rather than in chronological order for each development 
phase (construction, validation, update, impact studies).  
3) Similarly, in my opinion, update trials should be presented with 
construction and validation studies of each model.  
4) The adding value of NT-proBNP and hs-cTnT to PESI and sPESI 
should be more documented (page 91).  
Discussion  
1) Comparison between the prognostic models according to the final 
aim (mortality risk assessment, outpatient treatment or early 
discharge, invasive treatment) may help the understanding of this 
revue. 

 

REVIEWER Dr Victoria Allgar 
University of York, England 

REVIEW RETURNED 26-Jan-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The aim of this paper is a review the evidence for existing prognostic 
models in acute pulmonary embolism (PE), and determine how valid 
and useful they are for predicting patient outcomes.  
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Outcomes were defined as all-cause mortality, PE-related mortality,  
VTE recurrence, major or clinically relevant bleeding, and composite 
outcomes. These were assessed for the duration of hospitalization, 
at 1 month and at 3 months.  
 
The paper as it stands it too long and includes too many tables 
(difficult to read) which make reading the paper difficult. Many of 
these could be supplementary tables, with the paper focusing on the 
main analysis e.g. Figures 10-16 linked to the primary outcome 
measures. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

 

Reviewer Name  

David Jimenez  

 

Institution and Country  

Ramon y Cajal Hospital, Madrid, Spain  

 

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’:  

None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below Extremely rigorous systematic review and meta-

analysis of prognostic models for pulmonary embolism.  

The study is methodologically perfect but could made more easy to digest for readers (reduce in 

length, use of supplementary files...).  

 

Response to Reviewer 1  

 

We thank Professor David Jimenez for his comments. Following his advice, many of the tables and 

figures have been moved as supplementary files to reduce the length of the article and make it easy 

to digest for readers.  

 

 

Reviewer: 2  

 

Reviewer Name  

Lisa K Moores MD  

 

Institution and Country  

Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, MD, USA  

 

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’:  

I am the author/coauthor on several of the studies included in this review  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below This is a systematic review and meta-analysis 

describing the utility and accuracy of prognostic scores in patients with acute PE. I agree with the 

authors that this is an important clinical question. We need to improve our ability to identify low risk 

patients that can be treated as outpatients and high risk patients that will require close monitoring for 

potential deterioration. The manuscript is well written and organized. Importantly, the authors have 
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followed the PRISMA guidelines for reporting their findings. Importantly, this is the first review that I 

am aware of that specifically addresses derivation, validation, updating, and impact studies 

separately. Specific strengths include: the study involves a large number of studies, scores, and 

patients; the risk of bias for studies and reporting on quality in domains is a superior approach to 

quality scores; the outcomes chosen are important and well defined; appropriate sensitivity analyses 

were performed; and the finding are clinically useful. My only concern about the manuscript is the 

length. Although I appreciate having the figures and data embedded for review, I am concerned, that 

even with an online format, this leads to a unwieldy read for the frontline clinician. From a clinical 

perspective, Tables 2, 9,10, and 11 are of most interest. I might suggest embedding these in the main 

body, and attaching the others as a supplement or appendix.  

 

Response to Reviewer 2  

We thank Dr Lisa K Moores for her comments and suggestions. We were delighted to get her 

appraisal about the methodology used in our systematic review and the strength of the article. 

According to her recommendation, we have attached many of the materials as a supplement and kept 

the tables that she considered of most interest within the main text.  

 

 

Reviewer: 3  

 

Reviewer Name  

Maria Cristina Vedovati  

 

Institution and Country  

University of Perugia, Italy  

 

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’:  

none declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below The authors did an extensive work on searching 

and categorizing all available prognostic model in patients with pulmonary embolism.  

The paper faces with an interesting and actual topic in the field of pulmonary embolism even referring 

to the last ESC guidelines of September 2014 (that authors do not cite).  

However, the manuscript is very difficult to follow even for the specific statistical skills the reader 

should have and is extremely long. Tables and Figures do not help in understanding the text as are 

very complicate. Literature research is old as up to july 2014. In this form the paper is not suitable for 

publication.  

 

Some major concerns should be addressed:  

- no comments are reported on the last ESC guidelines, please add  

- literature research stops in july 2014 which 17 months ago, please update  

- paper structure is very difficult to follow because of length and because of specific skills the reader 

should have, in this view the paper should be shortened of at least 50% specifically referring to:  

a) ‘Search Methods and Search Strategy’ section could be moved to online data supplement  

b) In results section pg.13 the first and second sentences and Fig1 could be moved to online data 

supplement  

c) Table 2 pg.26 could be moved to online data supplement  

d) Figure referring to ‘Study Quality’ from pg.53 to 65 could be moved to online data supplement  

e) Pg.73 Table 10-11-12-13 could be moved to online data supplement  

f) Figure from 10 to 16 could be moved to online data supplement  

 

- Pg14 line 18 the paragraph on the usefulness of some scores as clinical impact is not clear, please 
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rephrase  

- Table 1 is too long and difficult to read, please improve  

- Pg.39 ‘study characteristics’: paragraphs on results for each model is redundant as same 

information are available in the referring table and should be shortened.  

- Results on ‘study quality’ and ‘model updating’ should be shortened.  

- In ‘population event rates’ please rephrase the first sentence as it is not clear.  

 

Response to Reviewer 3  

 

We thank Dr Maria Cristina Vedovati for her comments and suggestions.  

Here are the responses to her concerns she raised about the article:  

- Contrary to what Dr Vedovati noticed, the last ESC guidelines were cited as “2014 ESC guidelines 

on page 102, lines 20-21, and reference 143”. The sentence is: PESI and sPESI models are now both 

included in the risk stratification of PE patients in the 2014 ESC guidelines143. We did not make any 

comments about the guidelines in the previous version. In the revised version, we have added: “This 

new strategy needs to be validated and compared to the existing models”.  

- We acknowledge that last search is July 2014. Updating the review will take at least 4 months full-

time work. Most of new studies have been published in the ESC Congress London 2015 as abstracts 

then later as articles and for most of them after the submission date of our systematic review.  

- We agree that the manuscript is too long. We thought at first, to make life easier for reviewers, it was 

preferable to keep all the materials within the main text, then to move some of them later at the step 

of the revision of the manuscript. In the revised version, we have attached many of the materials as 

supplement which reduces considerably its length and makes the structure of the article readable. 

Because of inconsistency between reviewers’ suggestions about what we need to keep within the 

main text, it was not possible to meet all reviewers’ proposals and we await a final decision from the 

editor of BMJ Open. Response to a): We suggest to reduce characters’ size for “Search Methods and 

Search Strategy” instead of moving them to online data supplement. We consider this part is of most 

importance for a systematic review.  

Response to b): we did not find sentences on page 13  

Response to c): table 1 is not required by other reviewers (reviewer 2), table 2 is required by 

Reviewer 2 and has not been be removed  

Response to d): we have moved to online data supplement all figures referring to “Study Quality” as 

suggested, and we kept table 9  

Response to e): Tables 10 and 11 are required by reviewer 2  

Response to e): we have moved Figures 10 to 16 to online data supplement although they were 

recommended by Reviewer 5  

- In reply to: “Pg14 line 18 the paragraph on the usefulness of some scores as clinical impact is not 

clear, please rephrase”, we have rephrased as follows: Among the 17 “type 1” prognostic models that 

were identified in model construction studies, eight1-8 underwent external validation or were updated; 

some of them in many studies. Three1 7 8 were assessed in impact studies9-11. There are two other 

models that were tested in impact studies12 13, without being previously reported in a construction 

study.  

- Table 1 has been moved to online data supplement  

- We did not find “Study characteristics” on page 39 but on page 29. The best way not to be 

redundant was to move tables referring to “study characteristics” section to online data supplement  

- Tables about Study quality have been added to supplement which enables to keep the text that 

describes results of the assessment of bias in “study quality”  

- In response to - In ‘population event rates’ please rephrase the first sentence as it is not clear, we 

have rephrased: There were a total of 44,298 patients if patients in the cohorts account once only 

regardless of how many studies reported those patients and if impact studies that involved only low-

risk or intermediate-risk patients are excluded.  
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Reviewer: 4  

 

Reviewer Name  

Pierre-Marie Roy  

 

Institution and Country  

Emergency Department  

CHU Angers  

University of Angers  

49933 ANGERS, FRANCE  

 

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’:  

none declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below General comments:  

 

Elias et al have submitted a large and ambitious systematic revue with meta-analysis on prognostic 

models of pulmonary embolism. The authors are to be congratulated on realizing such large revue 

that may be an important contribution to our understanding and management of PE. However, this 

study illustrates the difficulty to give a synthetic vision when there are several objectives and judgment 

criteria. Reading the paper appears so to be a daunting task. A shorter version with one major 

objective and outcome will probably be more pertinent, at least for clinicians.  

 

Indeed, the authors assessed the characteristics and quality of studies on quality models performed 

for the overall population of patients with PE and for stable PE patients. They investigated the 

performances and utility of the models along their different phases of development (construction, 

validation, updating) as well in impact studies. In this purpose, they used several outcomes: all-cause 

mortality, PE-related mortality, VTE recurrence, major or clinically relevant bleeding for the duration of 

hospitalisation, at 1 month and at 3 months.  

 

According to the authors’ cover letter, the final goal of this meta-analysis on prognostic models is to 

help clinicians for the identification of patients eligible for early discharge or home treatment or 

patients who may need close monitoring and invasive treatment. However, these two options are 

quite opposite and may lead to the choose of different inclusion criteria and different outcomes as 

VTE recurrence, major bleeding or death related to PE. All-cause mortality may be more relevant for 

epidemiologists and researchers.  

 

Point to point comments:  

Method  

1) Data extraction should have been done independently by two reviewers rather than by one 

reviewer and checked by another.  

2) I am not a statistician but why were the summary estimates for sensitivity, specificity and ROC 

curves done only when data were available from at least four studies?  

Results  

1) Some exclusion criteria seem unclear: long term outcome, very old variables in the model.  

2) Study quality may be presented prognostic model by prognostic model rather than in chronological 

order for each development phase (construction, validation, update, impact studies).  

3) Similarly, in my opinion, update trials should be presented with construction and validation studies 

of each model.  

4) The adding value of NT-proBNP and hs-cTnT to PESI and sPESI should be more documented 

(page 91).  
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Discussion  

1) Comparison between the prognostic models according to the final aim (mortality risk assessment, 

outpatient treatment or early discharge, invasive treatment) may help the understanding of this revue.  

 

Response to Reviewer 4  

 

We thank Professor Pierre-Marie Roy for his comments.  

 

We agree that the article is too long. We have reduced it and attached many of the materials as 

supplement.  

 

We agree managements for low-risk and high-risk patient groups go in opposite directions. The 

outcomes accordingly may be different. We assessed all outcomes as reported in the original 

publications. Other outcomes than all-cause mortality were also considered as reported.  

 

Method 1: We agree it is preferable to have independent extract by two reviewers. This was not 

practical for reviewers at this scale (a number of studies and large amount of data). Therefore the 

data extract was checked by at least one other reviewer.  

 

Method 2: There are 3 parameters to estimate (sensitivity, specificity, correlation of sensitivity and 

specificity) and so at least four studies are required to run metandi, otherwise the number is not 

sufficient to carry out statistical calculation. But we assessed the predictive ability for a model by 

estimating summary event rate within risk groups by the inverse variance method from at least two 

studies using the Comprehensive Meta-analysis software.  

Results 1 (about exclusion criteria): We included studies that assessed outcomes up to 3 months; 

those that assessed outcomes beyond a 3-month follow-up were excluded. We excluded an old study 

available only as abstract published in 1992 using CPK and LDH.  

 

Results 2: Response to “Study quality may be presented prognostic model by prognostic model rather 

than in chronological order for each development phase (construction, validation, update, impact 

studies)”: Our concern is that a model may have had been validated in different studies that do not 

have the same study quality level. Another concern is that some study quality assessment criteria do 

not similarly apply for all phases of model development (ie they may be different for construction and 

validation studies). We need assessment at a study-level and for each individual study to check for 

heterogeneity and to perform subgroup and sensitivity analyses. The information provided to the 

clinician in relation to the different phases of model development is relevant as it may have different 

implications on clinical practice.  

 

Results 3: Reply to “Similarly, in my opinion, update trials should be presented with construction and 

validation studies of each model”. This was done in the meta-analysis for a same model assessed in 

construction, validation or update studies.  

 

Results 4: Reply to “The adding value of NT-proBNP and hs-cTnT to PESI and sPESI should be more 

documented (page 91)”. We are not sure how much more is needed. Please refer to the text page 91 

and to tables 10 and 11 (previous version).  

 

Discussion 1: Reply to “Comparison between the prognostic models according to the final aim 

(mortality risk assessment, outpatient treatment or early discharge, invasive treatment) may help the 

understanding of this revue”: We agree with the comment. A text has been added-on in “Discussion – 

Summary of results” as follows: “PESI and sPESI models are now both included in the risk 

stratification of PE patients in the 2014 ESC guidelines143. This new strategy needs to be validated 

and compared to the existing models. Other prognostic models have shown improvement in 
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identifying low-risk and high-risk groups either on their own (algorithm for the low-risk - Shock index, 

2008 ESC high, PREP-Clin III, PESIIV , PESI V, eStiMaTe high, FAST 3, Bova stage III for the high-

risk), or by the addition of one or more clinical, biological and imaging-based markers of RVD and 

myocardial injury to the existing models or by incorporating these markers into new models (NT-

proBNP and hs-cTn for the low-risk - SBP, BNP, cTN, H-FABP, venous US and imaging-based RVD 

for the high-risk). Large validation and impact studies are needed to assess these new and updated 

models.  

 

 

 

Reviewer: 5  

 

Reviewer Name  

Dr Victoria Allgar  

 

Institution and Country  

University of York, England  

 

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’:  

None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below The aim of this paper is a review the evidence for 

existing prognostic models in acute pulmonary embolism (PE), and determine how valid and useful 

they are for predicting patient outcomes.  

 

Outcomes were defined as all-cause mortality, PE-related mortality, VTE recurrence, major or 

clinically relevant bleeding, and composite outcomes. These were assessed for the duration of 

hospitalization, at 1 month and at 3 months.  

 

The paper as it stands it too long and includes too many tables (difficult to read) which make reading 

the paper difficult. Many of these could be supplementary tables, with the paper focusing on the main 

analysis e.g. Figures 10-16 linked to the primary outcome measures.  

 

Response to Reviewer 5  

We thank Dr Victoria Allgar for reviewing the manuscript and for her suggestion to reduce its length. 

This has been done and many materials are being attached as supplement. Because of inconsistency 

between reviewers’ suggestions, we are awaiting decision from the editors to know which material 

should be kept within the main text. 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER David Jimenez 
Hospital Ramon y Cajal, Madrid (Spain) 

REVIEW RETURNED 03-Mar-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors adequately addressed my previous comments.  

 

REVIEWER Pierre-Marie Roy 
Emergency Department  
CHU Angers  
University of Angers 

REVIEW RETURNED 08-Mar-2016 
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GENERAL COMMENTS This version is well improved and most of my remarks have been 
taken into account. I have just some minor comments:  
1) The article may, if possible, be shortened even more.  
2) The authors should acknowledge in the chapter about strengths 
and limitations and/or in the discussion that:  
a. the data were not extracted by two independent reviewers,  
b. the extraction was stopped in July 2014, and papers published 
then are not included in the metaanalysis.  
3) Reference to ESC 2014 and may be ACCP 2016 should be made 
in the introduction rather to, or in addition to, ESC 2008.  
4) Table 6 could be delete.  
5) In table 3, line 2: Agterof (Heart rate - Ddimer) rather Agterof 
(Heart rate – Ddimer). 

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer Name  

David Jimenez  

 

Institution and Country  

Hospital Ramon y Cajal, Madrid (Spain)  

 

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’:  

None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below The authors adequately addressed my previous 

comments.  

 

Response from the authors  

Thanks to Dr David Jimenez for his comments.  

 

 

Reviewer Name  

Pierre-Marie Roy  

 

Institution and Country  

Emergency Department  

CHU Angers  

University of Angers  

49933 ANGERS, FRANCE  

 

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’:  

None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below This version is well improved and most of my 

remarks have been taken into account. I have just some minor comments:  

1) The article may, if possible, be shortened even more.  

2) The authors should acknowledge in the chapter about strengths and limitations and/or in the 

discussion that:  

a. the data were not extracted by two independent reviewers,  

b. the extraction was stopped in July 2014, and papers published then are not included in the 

metaanalysis.  
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3) Reference to ESC 2014 and may be ACCP 2016 should be made in the introduction rather to, or in 

addition to, ESC 2008.  

4) Table 6 could be delete.  

5) In table 3, line 2: Agterof (Heart rate - Ddimer) rather Agterof (Heart rate – Ddimer).  

 

Response from the authors  

 

Thanks to Professor Pierre-Marie Roy for his comments  

 

Response to comment 1) we thank the reviewer for his suggestion to shorten more the article as an 

option. We have not made change to the length of the article.  

 

Response to comment 2) according to reviewer’s request, we have added in Potential Biases in the 

Review Process (in DISCUSSION)  

“Our search was performed up to July 2014. Publications after that date were not included in the 

review”.  

“Data extraction was performed by two reviewers. The second reviewer was not blinded to the data 

extracted. To ensure quality, data were rechecked by the first reviewer”.  

We did not add “the data were not extracted by two independent reviewers” as suggested. This may 

lead to think only one reviewer extracted the data  

 

Response to comment 3) ESC 2014 and ACCP 2016 references have been added to the other 

references in INTRODUCTION, thus updating the reference number related to 2014 ESC guidelines 

in DISCUSSION Summary of Main Results  

 

Response to comment 4) we prefer not to delete table 6 as it compares all systematic reviews 

performed to date about the same topic, highlights the differences between them and shows how 

original the present systematic review is.  

 

Response to comment 5) correction has been made 
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